
WELCOME TO LIVERPOOL 

 
1. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS 
a. Where is Liverpool? ____________________________________________________________________ 

b. What are Liverpudlians like? _____________________________________________________________ 

c. What was Liverpool in the 19th century? ____________________________________________________ 

d. Where did newcomers to Liverpool come from? ______________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

e. How many different languages are spoken here?  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

f. What is the population today and how is the city called today? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

g. What is Liverpool famous for? ____________________________________________________________ 

h. Who are the Fab four and what is the Fab Four Tour? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

i. What is the Cavern? ___________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

j. What can you do at the Albert Dock? ______________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS AND SAY WHAT THEY MEAN. 

SLOVENE ENGLSIH  DEFINITIONS 

 cavern  
a town or city that has a large area of water where ships 
load goods 

 port  a part of a port where ships stop to be loaded, repaired 

 dock  a big cave 

 passionate  showing or feeling love about something 

 
3. FILL IN THE GAPS. 

CAFES   CLUB   DOCK   FAB FOUR   FRIENDLY   IMPORTANT   LANGUAGES   LIVERPOOL   

LIVERPUDLIANS   MERSEY   MUSICIANS   PORT   THE BEATLES   TOUR 

 

Danny Gray is a boy from _______________________. He talks about this city. Liverpool lies on the river 

_______________________ in northwest England. People who live there are called 

_______________________. They are warm and _______________________. In the past it was a 

_______________________. A lot of people from all over the world moved there, so you can hear many 

different _______________________. People of Liverpool like football a lot. There are 

two_______________________ football clubs there. Liverpool is also famous for its 

_______________________. _______________________ came from there. They were called the 

_______________________. You can go on a Fab Four _______________________. On this tour you 

visit the school they went to, the _______________________ called the Cavern where they first played 

and so on. At the weekends you can go to Albert _______________________. There you can go 

shopping or you can have a drink at one of the _______________________. 



4. CRISS-CROSS IS THE BOSS. 

 
ACROSS 
 
3. POMEMBEN 
6. PREBIVALSTVO 
7. NAVIJAČ 
10. GALERIJA 
11. DOK, DEL, KJER POPRAVLJAJO LADJE 
12. PONOSEN NA 
13. GLASBENIK 
14. TOPEL 
15. PRIČAKOVATI 

DOWN 
 
1. KARIBSKI OTOKI 
2. STOLETJE 
3. IRSKA 
4. PRISTANIŠČE 
5. IZLET 
7. PRIJAZEN 
8. DOBRO ZNAN 
9. STRASTEN, NAVDUŠEN 
16. IZLET, TURA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. DO THE TASK IN YOUR BOOK AND WRITE THE SENTENCES HERE. 

a. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

b. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

c. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

d. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

e. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. WRITE 5 SENTENCES ABOUT LIVERPOOL. 

a. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

b. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

c. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

d. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

e. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


